Forbidden Tattoo Studio First Studio
in North Carolina to Add Non-Laser
Tattoo Removal
JACKSONVILLE, N.C., April 9, 2015 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Rejuvatek Medical
(Sandy, Utah) welcomes Forbidden Tattoo Studio as the first trained and
certified Tatt2Away® Center in North Carolina. Tatt2Away is a patented nonlaser tattoo removal system that, unlike the gold standard laser, can remove
all colors of ink with nominal pain and lower cost.
Twenty-three percent of Americans, or close to 70 million, have a tattoo and
about 8 million of those wish they could remove or cover it up, according to
a recent Pew Research report. Which is why anywhere from 15-50 percent of a
tattoo studio’s current revenue is derived from cover-ups, or covering an
existing tattoo with a new one.
Ann and Andrew of Forbidden Tattoo and Piercing have brought together in one
place for their body art customers the best in the business. They stated, “We
wanted to utilize the tried and true methods of tattooing with the cutting
edge technology of Tatt2Away, the next evolution of Tattoo Removal and
modification.”
Their team is also making available the DESCoverup process, an additional
option to modifying tattoos of the past. By removing partially or altogether
the undesired body art through the Tatt2Away treatments that cost less, are
fewer in number and “erase” all colors of the tattoo in the skin. By removing
partially or altogether the undesired body art through the treatments that
cost less, are fewer in number and “erase” all colors of the tattoo in the
skin.
For more information contact Ann and Andrew of Forbidden Tattoo and Piercing
for the details of treatment, cost and times to complete a DESCoverup, at
ann.forbiddentattoo@gmail.com or call directly 910-455-2158 for the
Jacksonville and surrounding area.
For more information about Tatt2Away, visit: http://tatt2away.com/.
*VIDEO: https://youtu.be/i-TH7O7yTjY.
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